
2023: Bigger, Bolder.
Outlasting trends and extending its Performance Cruiser series, Wellcraft continues to enable boaters to conquer 
new adventures with the announcement of the all-new, Wellcraft 435.  

Built for all adventures and types of weather, the Wellcraft 435 was designed by the famed Garroni Studio in Italy 
and the highly recognized American naval architect Michael Peters. This all-new strong and elegant model is the 
largest available at 44’ (13.4m).  Powered with twin or triple outboard engines totaling up to 1,200hp and equipped 
with a full beam pilot station, highly responsive controls, and exceptional navigation systems, the Wellcraft 435 
responds to the toughest demands and meets every challenge – to go anywhere, to do anything.  

The Wellcraft 435 boasts large exterior social areas with an extendable aft cockpit and fully equipped galley making 
the layout perfect for easy movement while gathering with family and friends.  Below deck are two luxurious and 
spacious cabins with bathrooms that each have separate showers to provide rich accommodations for up to five.  

The Wellcraft 435 will be unveiled at the 2023 Cannes and Fort Lauderdale Boat Shows. Stay tuned.
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In 2023, Wellcraft will push the limits further with the launch of its 
next Performance Cruiser – the company’s largest boat yet, the Wellcraft 435!
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A new generation of game-changers

We’re creating a new generation of game-changers in the world of adventure performance cruisers built for 
our ultra-passionate clients. Boats that take their boating that extra bit further, and change the rules of the game,” 
confirms Nick Harvey, Wellcraft Brand Director.

This new range of adventure boating is made for a new breed of boaters, those looking to gain more excitement 
away from the typical boating lifestyle. Boaters who want to see the world from a different perspective. Instead of 
gazing at the sea from shore, they shove off and never look back in a boat with extended capabilities, ruggedness 
and still in great comfort.

About Wellcraft
For more than 65 years, Wellcraft is a highly recognized American boat brand that continues to push limits. Originally 
from Florida and made famous with “Miami Vice” Wellcraft offers legendary, hand-crafted boats from 20ft to 44ft.  
Wellcraft joined Beneteau Group in 2014, launching into the international market space.
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